SPACE

INDUSTRY

CAPABILITIES

Orbital systems
Launchers
Satellites
Ground segments
Transversal competencies

CT INGENIERIE is a French engineering company belonging
to The CT Engineering Group. We support our clients
throughout the entire product lifecycle, from concept to postsales services. Our company values walking the talk while
supporting clients and our established staff of engineers and
technicians are proud to participate in innovative industrial
programs in Europe. This has propelled our growth for the
last 30 years.
COMPETENCIES & CAPABILITIES
CT INGENIERIE is recognized as a prime contractor in the aeronautical
and space industries. We believe our main asset being our staff who is
use to solve clients’ technical challenges while operating in project mode.
For space, we are specialized in:
o System Engineering and system optimization
o Mechanical design and analysis
o Physics modeling and Simulation
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FRENCH

CT INGENIERIE
PRODUCTS & SERVICES
We support our clients throughout the entire product lifecycle providing
services for:
Product design
- This includes engineering activities related to the definition and
development of products. These are activities encompassing
conceptual design and specification to detailed definition and validation
of products until the production drafts are fully defined.
Manufacturing engineering
- This includes all activities associated with the fabrication of the product,
from its definition, until it leaves the assembly line. It covers process
planning, tooling design and digital production for instance.
In service support
- This includes all activities carried out after the product has been
delivered. For example, integrated logistics support, development of
technical manuals and maintenance.

MAJOR SPACE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
Selected supplier of CNES Launcher division.
Participation to Space Programs:
-

Vega
Ariane 5
Ariane 6
Ariane Next
Callisto
Prometeus

POINT OF CONTACT
ADDRESS 24 Boulevard Déodat de Séverac
31770 Colomiers - France
WEBSITE www.ctingenierie.com
PHONE +33 (0)5 62 24 85 28
POINT-OF-CONTACT : LEBORGNE, Nicolas, Business Unit Manager
commercial@ctingenierie.com , +335 62 24 85 28
TURNOVER 16,9 M€
WORK FORCE 220
SPACE TURNOVER 2,5 M€
SPACE WORK FORCE 28

